ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Studying sequence-structure-function relationships within a protein family requires integrating the results of many different bioinformatics analyses in the context of a multiple sequence alignment. To position each residue accurately in an alignment and discern how it relates to structure and function often requires a substantial amount of thought and manual intervention in addition to careful use of automated methods. Several excellent sequence alignment editors and viewers are currently available to assist in this process, including Jalview (Clamp, 1998) , Seaview (Galtier et al., 1996) , Cinema (Parry-Smith et al., 1998) , GeneDoc (Nicholas et al., 1997) , FarOut (Madsen, 2000) , Belvu (Sonnhammer, 1999) , and tools more oriented to protein structure and comparative modeling, such as Cn3D (Wang et al., 2000) , SWISS-PDB-VIEWER (Guex et al., 1999) , DINAMO (Bentz et al., 1999) , and STRAP (Gille and Frommel, 2001) , although none combined the analysis tools and user-annotation features we needed for in-depth study and citation within the alignment itself. The protein family alignment annotation tool (Pfaat) is a Java-based, multi-platform sequence alignment editor with many features inspired by Jalview * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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and Belvu, such as connectivity with Sequence Retrieval Service (SRS; Etzold and Argos, 1993) and interactive phylograms, but with additional analysis, display, and annotation features as described below.
FEATURES
Main window: annotations, groups, alignment, mutual information, editing, and viewing. Pfaat provides for six different types of user annotation (residue, line, sequence, column, group, and color) which are stored with the alignment in a modified version of Stockholm format. Residue annotations are pop-up enabled text notes attached to individual amino acid residues within the alignment, shown by a colored oval around the residue and above the alignment column. These annotations follow their associated residues when the alignment is modified. Line annotations (which may be created and modified individually or in a master control window) allow a row of symbols below a sequence to track secondary structure, solvent accessibility, or other properties across a sequence. A user may also load the SwissProt annotations for a protein via the sequence retrieval system (SRS) and store them as line annotations. Sequence annotations allow notes to be saved for each row. Column annotations do not track with individual residues or sequences and are useful for annotation of protein family properties such as the positions of transmembrane helices for display or printing. Predefined and user-defined color schemes can be used to indicate sequence properties such as secondary structure propensity or show alignment conservation by percentage identity or similarity.
Pfaat also provides for grouping of sequences, group editing and for simultaneous display of consensus sequences and conservation plots for different groups. Also useful is a group analysis feature, which identifies columns that are similar within sequence subsets but dissimilar across the subsets. This feature uses absolute distance to measure similarity between the residue distributions of two groups. Specifically, for a given alignment column, if p 1 (i) is the fraction of sequence group 1 with Protein family annotation amino acid i and p 2 (i) is the fraction of sequence group 2 with amino acid i, then the distance is
Several automatic alignment options are interoperable with Pfaat, including ClustalW (Thompson et al., 1994) and the hmmbuild and hmmalign functions of HMMer (Eddy, 2000) , which may be used to add a new sequence into an existing alignment. Editing features include right or left justification of a sequence block to clean up gaps, deleting or adding residues at the cursor position, deleting columns, extracting columns of interest, and removing redundant sequences. Pfaat recognizes MSF, Stockholm, FASTA, and tab-delimited formats, and can write the alignment and display components to color postscript for printing to plotters and printers. Another feature unique to Pfaat is calculation of mutual information between a protein classification scheme and each column of residues. For instance, for a protein family in which more than one biochemical function is present, such as the lactate and malate dehydrogenases, these functional labels may be uploaded and the mutual information can be plotted below the alignment to identify residue columns that have a similar classification pattern. Users may also use Pfaat to search for a sequence pattern or regular expression, or to generate a regular expression from a selected set of alignment columns and rows.
Dendrogram, multidimensional analysis, and 3D-structure windows Pfaat uses the ATV program window from Forester 1.92 (http://www.genetics.wustl.edu/eddy/forester/; Zmasek and Eddy, 2001 ) to display and manipulate similarity dendrograms or phylogenetic trees. This tool allows users to sort, print, or zoom in and out of large dendrograms, to import New Hampshire format trees (http://evolution. genetics.washington.edu/phylip.html), and is connected to the main window, such that sequences selected in the dendrogram are highlighted in the main window and vice versa. Columns can be weighted by their degree of sequence conservation (computed as the Shannon entropy), and removed from consideration if the percentage of gaps is above a user-defined threshold. Optionally, the integrity of tree nodes can be tested using the bootstrap procedure. Finally, a 3D-structure tool allows loading of a PDB sequence into the alignment; viewing, selecting residues, and manipulating the structure in a separate window; and extraction of PDB secondary structure data stored in the header as line annotation in the alignment window.
IMPLEMENTATION
A Java VM and Java3D are required to run Pfaat. For all platforms except SGI Irix, Java 2 Standard Edition v 1.3 and Java 3D v 1.1.3 (http://www.javasoft.com) must be installed, as distributed by Sun Microsystems. SGI Irix users should use Java 2 Standard Edition v 1.2.2 and Java 3D v 1.1.3 (http://www.sgi.com/developers/ devtools/languages/java.html) as distributed by SGI. Pfaat is supported for Linux and WindowsNT/2000, and has been successfully installed on MacOS X and SGI-IRIX.
A version of Pfaat can also be launched from a Java applet, which facilitates the sharing of alignments on the web. The applet only provides the viewing and analysis functionality of Pfaat while disabling editing capabilities.
